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CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Fire Truck vs. Dragon by Chris Barton
It's the wackiest rivalry ever, when the fire-breathing ruler of the skies and the fearless fire
truck go head to head in an epic battle of fire vs water! Who will win?
But wait, is it actually a competition?
Their rivalry takes unexpected turns as these two unlikely friends face off at a campfire, a
birthday party, and more with unexpected results. Who will you root for?

Josefina's Habichuelas / Las Habichuelas de Josefina by Jasminne Mendez
Like all kids, Josefina loves to eat sweets. She loves warm chocolate chip cookies right out of the
oven, cupcakes and candy! One night, while eating a piece of flan, Mami asks her to consider
giving up sweets for Lent, the 40 days leading up to Easter. 'That's impossible!' Josefina says.
When Mami promises to teach her how to make her favorite dessert, habichuelas con dulce, she
agrees to give it a try. Josefina can't wait to end her fast and eat the delicious sweet cream beans,
her family's traditional Easter dessert. While she and her mom, tias and abuela prepare the dish,
they dance to merengue music and tell stories about life back in the Dominican Republic. The
kitchen fills with the aromatic smells of cinnamon and sugar, but it's the feelings of love and happiness Josefina will
never forget. On Easter, when the family eats her special dessert, the girl's grandmother says it's the best she has ever
tasted! This heart-warming, bilingual picture book for children shares a universal story about food, music and family
stories, while focusing on a cultural tradition specific to the Dominican Republic. The recipe for this special dessert is
included in both English and Spanish!
Lupe Lopez: Rock Star Rules! by e.E. Charlton-Trujillo
When Lupe Lopez struts through the doors of Hector P. Garcia Elementary in sunglasses with
two taped-up Number 2 pencils—drumsticks, of course—poking from her pocket, her confidence
is off the charts. All day, Lupe drums on desks, tables, and chairs while Ms. Quintanilla reminds
her of school rules. Lupe has her own rules: 1) Don’t listen to anyone. 2) Make lots of noise.
¡Rataplán! 3) Have fans, not friends. But with her new teacher less than starstruck, and fans hard
to come by, Lupe wonders if having friends is such a bad idea after all. Can it be that true star
power means knowing when to share the spotlight? With its spirited illustrations and a simple text threaded through
with Spanish words, this picture book is proof positive that being a strong girl moving to her own beat doesn’t have to
mean pushing others away.
Sing with Me: The Story of Selena Quintanilla by Diana López
From a very early age, young Selena knew how to connect with people and bring them together
with music. Sing with Me follows Selena's rise to stardom, from front-lining her family's band at
rodeos and quinceañeras to performing in front of tens of thousands at the Houston Astrodome.
Young readers will be empowered by Selena's dedication--learning Spanish as a teenager,
designing her own clothes, and traveling around the country with her family--sharing her pride in
her Mexican-American roots and her love of music and fashion with the world.

TWEEN BOOKS (AGES 8-12)

Cuba in My Pocket by Adrianna Cuevas
When the failed Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 solidifies Castro’s power in Cuba, twelve-year-old
Cumba’s family makes the difficult decision to send him to Florida alone. Faced with the prospect
of living in another country by himself, Cumba tries to remember the sound of his father’s
clarinet, the smell of his mother’s lavender perfume.
Life in the United States presents a whole new set of challenges. Lost in a sea of English speakers,
Cumba has to navigate a new city, a new school, and new freedom all on his own. With each day,
Cumba feels more confident in his new surroundings, but he continues to wonder: Will his family ever
be whole again? Or will they remain just out of reach, ninety miles across the sea?
Echoes of Grace by Guadalupe García McCall
In Eagle Pass, Texas, Grace struggles to understand the echoes she inherited from her mother-visions which often distort her reality. One morning, as her sister, Mercy, rushes off to work, a
disturbing echo takes hold of Grace, and within moments, tragedy strikes.
Attending community college for the first time, talking to the boy next door, and working toward her
goals all help Grace recover, but her estrangement from Mercy takes a deep toll. And as Grace's
echoes bring ghosts and premonitions, they also bring memories of when Grace fled to Mexico to the
house of her maternal grandmother--a woman who Grace had been told died long ago. Will piecing
together the truth heal Grace and her sister, or will the echoes destroy everything that she holds dear?

Miss Quinces: A Graphic Novel by Kat Fajardo
Rising star Kat Fajardo's debut middle-grade graphic novel about a girl who would rather do
anything other than celebrate her quinceañera! A funny and heartfelt coming-of-age story about
navigating the expectations of family and cultural tradition.
Sue just wants to spend the summer reading and making comics at sleepaway camp with her friends,
but instead she gets stuck going to Honduras to visit relatives with her parents and two sisters. They
live way out in the country, which means no texting, no cable, and no Internet! The trip takes a turn
for the worse when Sue's mother announces that they'll be having a surprise quinceañera for Sue,
which is the last thing she wants. She can't imagine wearing a big, floofy, colorful dress! What is Sue
going to do? And how will she survive all this "quality" time with her rambunctious family?
The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez by Adrianna Cuevas
All Nestor wants is to live in one place for more than a few months and have dinner with his dad.
When he and his mother move to a new town to live with his grandmother after his dad’s latest
deployment, Nestor plans to lay low. He definitely doesn’t want to anyone find out his deepest
secret: that he can talk to animals.
But when the animals in his new town start disappearing, Nestor's grandmother becomes the
prime suspect after she is spotted in the woods where they were last seen. As Nestor
investigates the source of the disappearances, he learns that they are being seized by a tule

vieja―a witch who can absorb an animal’s powers by biting it during a solar eclipse. And the next eclipse is just around
the corner…
Now it’s up to Nestor’s extraordinary ability and his new friends to catch the tule vieja―and save a place he might just
call home.

Vincent Ventura and the Curse of the Weeping Woman by Xavier Garza
Vincent Ventura, monster fighter extraordinaire, can't believe the house at 666 Duende Street
has attracted yet another creepy creature! In fact, there are several unusual beings, including
ghosts and a lady in white with fiery glowing eyes! Is she ... La Llorona?!? And who is the other
young woman? The next day at school, Vincent and his cousins meet a new substitute teacher,
Ms. Malin Che, who just moved into the haunted house. What is her connection to the
creatures? At least this time, the kids have new friends to help solve the mystery: Sayer, who
they helped in a previous battle with trolls, or duendes, and Zulema, a witch owl who was the
target of evil witches. As the relationship between Vincent and Zulema evolves, becoming more
complex and exciting, so too does the current case! Two new beings turn up: a hideous figure
dressed as a Mexican cowboy whose face is devoid of flesh and a second spooky woman! A Latin American folklore
expert tells them about el Charro Negro and the weeping women collectively called Cihuateteos.

Worser by Jennifer Ziegler
William Wyatt Orser, a socially awkward middle schooler, is a wordsmith who, much to his
annoyance, acquired the ironically ungrammatical nickname of “Worser" so long ago that few
people at school know to call him anything else.

has been all his life.

Worser grew up with his mom, a professor of rhetoric and an introvert just like him, in a
comfortable routine that involved reading aloud in the evenings, criticizing the grammar of
others, ignoring the shabby mess of their house, and suffering the bare minimum of social
interactions with others. But recently all that has changed. His mom had a stroke that left her
nonverbal, and his Aunt Iris has moved in with her cats, art projects, loud music, and even louder
clothes. Home for Worser is no longer a refuge from the unsympathetic world at school that it

Feeling lost, lonely, and overwhelmed, Worser searches for a new sanctuary and ends up finding the Literary Club--a
group of kids from school who share his love of words and meet in a used bookstore– something he never dreamed
existed outside of his home. Even more surprising to Worser is that the key to making friends is sharing the thing he
holds dearest: his Masterwork, the epic word notebook that he has been adding entries to for years.
But relationships can be precarious, and it is up to Worser to turn the page in his own story to make something that
endures so that he is no longer seen as Worser and earns a new nickname, Worder.

TEEN BOOKS (AGES 13-18)

Blood Ties (The King's Chosen) by L. Waithman
Lucas has been raised as a blacksmith’s son; an outsider ostracized by the other village children.
One night at a nearby monastery, a mysterious black stone whispers a haunting premonition to
Lucas. When his father is murdered, the monks take Lucas in, convinced he is an extraordinary
hero foretold by destiny. However, a restless Lucas runs off to join a circus where he draws the
attention of the powerful King Itan, who believes Lucas is one of “the chosen”―a group of boys
who are descendants of great warriors. The king will stop at nothing to compel Lucas to join his
chosen army, all while the soldiers who killed Lucas's father are closing in. Before long, Lucas is
embroiled in a plot to defeat the king while an unseen enemy begins planning to bring the young
man down before he learns of his remarkable power.
The Gay Teen's Guide to Defeating a Siren - Book 3: Sanctuary by Cody Wagner
Three months have passed since Sanctuary was shut down, and Blaize is still struggling to accept
the Siren’s identity. It’s emotional hell, but that doesn’t stop the government from using him and
his special ability. They’ve hidden Blaize in a secret military base, with the sole purpose of
capturing the single largest threat in the world. Someone he once called a friend.
Before they can stop her, the Siren strikes, using her power to steal a secret weapon. Worse, she sets
her master plan in motion, turning thousands into slaves in a twisted experiment to purify the world.
Now, Blaize must retaliate, but the line between friend and enemy becomes blurred when the
Siren returns home. There, Blaize will have to confront his past and sacrifice someone he loves,
or everything he’s fought for will be lost.
Lucky for Blaize, he wields the ultimate weapon—being gay. And he’s better at it than ever.

The Witch Owl Parliament (Book 1: Clockwork Curandera) by David Bowles
In the Republic of Santander, non-Christian magic is frowned upon, if not outright prohibited.
But when Cristina Franco, an apprentice shaman, is killed by witch owls, her brother Enrique
cannot let her go. With forbidden alchemy and engineering, Enrique brings her back to life: part
human, part machine. Though her very existence is an abomination to Santander's citizens,
Cristina vows to use her new abilities to protect her country from attack.
With help from a handsome skinwalker named Mateo, Cristina and Enrique track down the witch
owl coven and uncover a sinister plot to bring Santander under the rule of the Witch Owl
Parliament, whose legendary cruelty would dismantle the country's hard-won freedoms. At the
same time, Indigenous folks and immigrants are disappearing from Santander--including Enrique's beloved, Gaspar.
Could the attacks and the disappearances be related? As the witch owls attack more trains and more refugees go
missing, the trio must uncover the witch owls' origins to understand their weakness.

ADULT BOOKS

A Ballad of Love and Glory by Reyna Grande
The year is 1846. After the controversial annexation of Texas, the US Army marches south to
provoke war with México over the disputed Río Grande boundary.
Ximena Salomé is a gifted Mexican healer who dreams of building a family with the man she loves
on the coveted land she calls home. But when Texas Rangers storm her ranch and shoot her
husband dead, her dreams are burned to ashes. Vowing to honor her husband’s memory and defend
her country, Ximena uses her healing skills as an army nurse on the frontlines of the ravaging war.
Meanwhile, John Riley, an Irish immigrant in the Yankee army desperate to help his family
escape the famine devastating his homeland, is sickened by the unjust war and the unspeakable
atrocities against his countrymen by nativist officers. In a bold act of defiance, he swims across the Río Grande and joins
the Mexican Army—a desertion punishable by execution. He forms the St. Patrick’s Battalion, a band of Irish soldiers
willing to fight to the death for México’s freedom.
When Ximena and John meet, a dangerous attraction blooms between them. As the war intensifies, so does their
passion. Swept up by forces with the power to change history, they fight not only for the fate of a nation but for their
future together.
Heartbreaking and lyrical, Reyna Grande’s spellbinding saga, inspired by true events and historical figures, brings these
two unforgettable characters to life and illuminates a largely forgotten moment in history that impacts the US-México
border to this day.
Cry, Howl by Edward Vidaurre
Cry, Howl, the latest poetry collection by Edward Vidaurre, is sharply focused and insightful into
today's reality. It penetrates the disturbing state of things in this "new normal" way of life that
seems to besiege us all. But the poet arms himself and us with powerful images that shore up that
drowning city that can inhabit us. The hope in his poems center around family, and the emotional
relativity of loved ones becomes the saving grace that can rescue us from our precipice. There is
weaving and interweaving of infinite axioms in this poetry of Vidaurre, which is portentous,
poetry that remains engraved in the deepest part of our being.

The Girl Inside the Wardrobe by C.C. Myers
Izzy a young single mother has faced depression her entire life in the dark alone. When her
episodes begin to get out of control, she seeks out a therapist who encourages her to do
something she’s never done before, so she decides to take a trip thousands of miles away to get
away from her everyday routine with a man she’s been online dating for quite some time. Bryan
is a board-certified surgeon and very well respected in his community, so Izzy doesn’t think twice
about it going to visit. However, shortly after arriving at Bryan’s home her personal demons
begin to arise and she realizes that maybe she’s made another on of the erratic mistakes she so
often tends to frequently make. Will Bryan let her stay or let her go home?

La La Landia: A Journey Through my Frontera CD Shuffle by Priscilla Celina Suarez
The borderlands of South Texas are the backdrop to this lively collection of poetry that explores
the complexity of bridges, inviting readers to delve into the spaces between fronteras that
connect and disconnect. Suarez shuffles through the vibrant music that inspired this book while
recollecting the many rinconcitos of her beloved Rio Grande Valley.

The Lambda Factor by Dimple Patel Desai
When a category five hurricane threatens a Galveston hospital, patients and nonessential
personnel are required to evacuate.
Doctors Danica Diza and Shaka Sen, a chief family medicine resident and a surgical attending
respectively, are tapped, along with a skeleton crew, to stay during the storm and care for
remaining patients. Their facade of confidence is shattered, however, when the hospital's
inhabitants are exposed to a weaponized strain of a virus with a forty percent death rate. Forced
into quarantine, they must struggle to survive the ravages of the hurricane, a shortage of
supplies, and the virus that threatens them all.

Lovers in Hindsight by Gume Laurel III
Lovers in Hindsight is an anthology of poems cataloging the excitement and frustration of
singleness, dating, relationships, breakups and rediscovering our independence. The poems are
arranged to fit the storyline of an individual going through such a cycle. With crowd favorite
poems "Walls That Call Me Pretty", "4AM" and "No Fats, No Fems", Laurel includes in this book
work that is not only painfully relatable, but timely.

Nepantla Familias: An Anthology of Mexican American Literature on Families in between Worlds
by Sergio Troncoso
Nepantla Familias brings together Mexican American narratives that explore and negotiate the
many permutations of living in between different worlds--how the authors or their characters
create, or fail to create, a cohesive identity amid the contradictions in their lives. Nepantla--or
living in the in-between space of the borderland--is the focus of this anthology. The essays,
poems, and short stories explore the in-between moments in Mexican American life--the family
dynamics of living between traditional and contemporary worlds, between Spanish and English,
between cultures with traditional and shifting identities. In times of change, family values are
either adapted or discarded in the quest for self-discovery, part of the process of selecting and
composing elements of a changing identity.

Nobody’s Pilgrim by Sergio Troncoso
Three teenagers are traveling northeast in a navy blue Ford pickup. Turi has fled his abusive
family to see the beautiful New England landscape he's always dreamed about. Arnulfo is
undocumented and wants only to find someplace to work and live. Molly seeks a new life far
away from her nowhere Missouri town. Turi and Arnulfo are best friends. Molly and Turi are
falling in love.
But for all their innocence, violence follows the trio at every turn. The mean viejito who owns the
truck wants it back. The narco who hid a deadly shipment in the truck really, really wants it back.
And the imperturbable hitman the narco sends after the trio will kill anyone who stands in his
way. Turi, Arnulfo, and Molly might outrun the carnage that's stalking them ... but they can't elude the chaos they're
carrying, no matter how far they go.
speaking with grackles by soapberry trees by César Leonardo de León
Winner of the Texas Institute of Letters' John A. Robertson Award for Best First Book of Poetry,
César L. de León's debut book, speaking with grackles by soapberry trees, is a collection of
poems that make their home in the Borderlands of Texas. There are poems rooted in childhood
and young-adult memories like "El Mundo" and "Learning to Swim," and works like "The
Migration of the Mariposa" twin poems and others that deal with queerness, identity, and
relationships -familial and romantic. The inevitable grappling and coping that comes from living
in a contested space, like the border, at a time when gun violence, police brutality, immigrant
incarceration, and racism have increasingly become part of everyday life around the country can
be found in poems like "River Escucha," "Sugar Skull," and others. Throughout the collection, the
spirit of the borderlands marks its presence in a form of spirituality connecting the speaker with the natural world
around him; birds aren't the only things that he communes with. Lastly, like the ever-mutable nature of the land, more
than a few of the poems in this collection range in form with creative and intentional use of white space or by fashioning
pieces like "American Mathematics" and "Cloud Watching" in forms atypical for poetry.

Valley of Shadows by Rudy Ruiz
Solitario Cisneros thought his life was over long ago. He lost his wife, his family, even his country
in the late 1870s when the Rio Grande shifted course, stranding the Mexican town of Olvido on
the Texas side of the border. He’d made his brooding peace with retiring his gun and badge,
hiding out on his ranch, and communing with horses and ghosts. But when a gruesome string of
murders and kidnappings ravages the town, pushing its volatile mix of Anglo, Mexican, and
Apache settlers to the brink of self-destruction, he feels reluctantly compelled to confront both
life, and the much more likely possibility ofdeath, yet again.
As Solitario struggles to overcome not only the evil forces that threaten the town but also his
own inner demons, he finds an unlikely source of inspiration and support in Onawa, a gifted and
enchanting Apache-Mexican seer who champions his cause, daring him to open his heart and question his destiny.
As we follow Solitario and Onawa into the desert, we join them in facing haunting questions about the human condition
that are as relevant today as they were back then: Can we rewrite our own history and shape our own future? What does
it mean to belong to a place, or for a place to belong to a people? And, as lonely and defeated as we might feel, are we
ever truly alone?

